Square Pixels to Hexagonal Pixel Structure Representation Technique
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Abstract

The image processing is very important in several applications and have been using in them very efficiently. Normally all the pixels in every image are in shape of square grid but most of the time, the feature extraction from an image like image segmentation, image detection, edge detection, texture recognition etc becomes difficult to recognize in square pixel images. So one new approach called hexagonal pixel structure; has been designed to overcome the problems of square pixels structure. This paper gives an overview of different square pixels to hexagonal pixels representation techniques.
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1. Introduction

Conventional acquisition devices acquire square pixel images but our approach is to manipulate square sampled image via software to produce hexagonal sample image, as there is no such hardware available today that can capture directly hexagonal sampled image. A lot of work has been carried out by the researcher over last 40 year on hexagonal image processing and the number of advantages of hexagonal structure over square structure has been observed and is as follows:

- Having a higher degree of circular symmetry
- Uniform fittings of pixels
- Reducing complex calculations in processing
- Enhancing image quality
- Consistent connectivity
- Having higher isotropy property

There are numbers of techniques available which can convert the square pixel to hexagonal pixel.

- Resampling method
- Pseudo hexagonal pixel
- Virtual hexagonal structure
- Mimic hexagonal structure
- Spiral architecture

2. Techniques to Convert Square Pixels to Hexagonal Pixels

2.1 Resampling Method

In this technique, every alternate row is shifted to half the width of new pixels. This technique has angular resolution property which shows approximate 60\(^\circ\) angles with neighboring pixels. The central pixel shows equidistant property with its neighboring horizontal pixels and its value is equal to 1 but neighboring diagonal pixels do not represent equidistance property. Due to this reason this technique has a loss in image resolution.

![Figure 1. (a) Square Pixels on Hexagonal Sampling Grid (b) Hexagonal Structure Using Half Pixel Shift](image)

2.2 Pseudo Hexagonal Structure

The pseudo hexagonal structure is designed from square pixels in the aspect ratio of 12:14 [13].

![Figure 2. (a) Distribution of 7 Pixels Constructed with Labeled Rectangular Pixels (b) First 49 Pseudo Pixels Spiral Addresses](image)
The pseudo hexagonal structure is using only one rectangular pixel to represent a hexagonal pixel. The basic cluster of seven pixels with Spiral addresses 0~6 are represented in the above Figure 2. If the same scheme is repeated then any image on traditional structure can be covered and each of the pixels with a unique Spiral address can be labeled. In order to be consistent with the important property of hexagonal distribution that each such pixel has exactly six surrounding pixels, by considering six of the eight neighboring pixels for the centre pixels. The results of this hexagonal structure show poor screen resolution [14].

2.3. Virtual Hexagonal Structure

This technique is using a virtual spiral architecture in which spiral architecture is used during the processing part. The normal image in the traditional square grid is mapped into virtual spiral architecture and does the processing. Once the processing is done it is converted back into square grid and is displayed. It is different from all the above mimicking methods because it will neither create any distortion nor reduce resolution [13].

![Image Processing on Virtual Spiral Architecture](image)

**Figure 3. Image Processing on Virtual Spiral Architecture**

2.4 Mimic Hexagonal Structure

In this technique, one hexagonal pixel means four square pixels and the equivalent grey level value is the average of these pixels. To construct the mimic hexagonal architecture, it starts with a collection of seven hexagonal pixels. These seven pixels are made by 28 (4×7) square pixels. A set of four square pixels which are adjacent to each other is used to mimic a hexagonal pixel. The seven mimic hexagonal pixels are numbered from 0 to 6 as shown in Fig.4. These numbers are also called Spiral Address of mimic hexagonal pixel. The grey label at each mimic hexagonal pixel is computed as the average of the grey value at the four hexagonal pixels, which together from the mimic hexagonal pixels.
2.5. Spiral Structure Addressing

To construct hexagonal pixels, each square pixel is first separated in 7*7 smaller pixels called sub-pixels. Hexagonal pixels are designed using these 56 Sub-pixels and the structure is given in the following Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The Structure of a Single Hexagonal Pixel

The size of each constructed hexagonal pixel is 12.5% bigger than each square pixel. Hence, the number of hexagonal pixels used are 12.5% lesser than the number of square pixels to cover the same image.

\[
\text{Total number of hexagonal pixels} = 56 \\
\text{Total number of square pixels} = 49
\]

Thus,
The size of each constructed hexagonal pixels is
\[ \frac{((\text{total no of hexagonal sub-pixels}) - (\text{total no of square pixels}))}{\text{hexagonal sub-pixel}} \times 100 \]
\[ = 12.5\% \]

The design shown in Figure 5 implies the structure of one individual hexagonal pixel. A cluster of seven such hexagonal pixels can be found in the following Figure 6.

**Figure 6. Cluster of Seven Hexagonal Pixels**

The addressing of these hexagonal pixels is done like spiral architecture. The address of central pixel is 0 and its neighboring 6 pixels have address 1-6. The complete addressing of hexagonal pixels is done by using base seven addresses only. This means that after 6 the next address will be 10. Figure 6 shows the complete addressing of cluster of \(7^2 = 49\) square pixels.

This hexagonal structure retains the property of equal distance as all the neighboring pixels are equidistant from their central pixel. And this type of construction hardly introduces image distortion.
Figure 7. Spiral Architecture with Spiral Addressing

If \( D(\mathbf{x}) \) is used to denote the location of the hexagonal pixel with spiral address architecture. Thus

\[
D(0) = [0 \ 0]
\]

From Figure 6, it is easy to see that \( D(1) = [8 \ 0] \), \( D(2) = [4 \ -7] \), \( D(3) = [-4 \ -7] \), \( D(4) = [-8 \ 0] \), \( D(5) = [-4 \ 7] \) and \( D(6) = [4 \ 7] \)

The shift for addresses 0 to 6 are base cases for the recursive algorithm. The algorithm for multiples of 10 is given by

\[
D(10i) = D(10i-1) + 2D((X+1) \times 10^{i-1})
\]

\[
D(6 \times 10^i) = D(6 \times 10^{i-1}) + 2D(10^{i-1})
\]

For \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \).

While the location of the pixel with a given spiral address

\[
X_n X_{n-1} \ldots a_i, \ (X_i = 0, 1, 2 \ldots 6. \ \text{For} \ i = 1, 2 \ldots, n)
\]

Can be obtained by

\[
D(X_n X_{n-1} \ldots a_i) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} D(X_i \times 10^{i-1})
\]

3. Conclusion

In this paper, a number of hexagonal conversion schemes have been discussed and it has been observed that spiral addressing scheme does not change image resolution and image distortion. It retains the advantages of real hexagonal system such as high degree of symmetry, uniform connectivity, equidistant property and close pact form. The construction of this
structure does not require complex computations and the location of each new hexagonal pixel can be calculated and obtained using this simple procedure. The following Figure 8 shows the construction of hexagonal pixel images using spiral addressing schemes for different pixel clusters.

![Figure 8](image)

Figure 8. (a) Original Image of Square Pixels, (b) Cluster of 7 Hexagonal Pixels Image, (c) $7^2$ Hexagonal Pixels Image, (d) Cluster of $7^3$ Hexagonal Pixels Image, (e) Cluster of $7^4$ Hexagonal Pixels Image, (f) Cluster of $7^5$ Hexagonal Pixels Image
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